We spontaneously categorize people as male or female, and when hearing a human voice we expect to see an appropriate sex-matched visual image. The extent to which domesticated species, which share our social environment, spontaneously develop such categorization abilities remains underinvestigated. Here we used a cross-modal preferential looking design to determine whether domestic dogs, Canis familiaris, spontaneously attribute an unfamiliar voice to a person of the corresponding sex. Fifty-one dogs were played a prerecorded male or female voice in the presence of a man and a woman. The responses were scored as correct or incorrect from both the direction of the first look and the total gaze duration towards each person after the voice presentation. Dogs living with one adult, or one man and one woman, performed significantly below chance as more (71%) of these dogs looked towards the incorrect person first. However, dogs living with more than two adults (including at least one man and one woman) performed significantly better, and significantly more (80%) of these dogs looked at the correct person for longer than they looked at the incorrect person. This suggests that while all of the dogs had spontaneously learnt to categorize human gender across sensory modalities, this ability was expressed differently depending on their social experience with humans. Dogs with greater experience, through regular exposure to multiple male and female human exemplars, responded by orienting towards the correct person, while those with more limited experience avoided looking towards the correct person. We discuss the importance of experience in determining the way that individuals spontaneously form and express categorization abilities. Ó
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Categorization is a key cognitive mechanism that determines how we perceive and process sensory information. As well as simplifying processing requirements (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976) , organizing stimuli into categories allows general inferences to be made and applied to new category members. Humans readily form complex, hierarchical categories representing their environment, using language to create specific referents that can coordinate categories between individuals (see Steels & Belpaeme, 2005 for a review). Currently, only a small number of studies have explored spontaneous category formation in other species, focusing on nonhuman primates (e.g. Murai, Tomonaga, Kamegai, Terazawa, & Yamaguchi, 2004; Murai et al., 2005) . Comparative investigations into spontaneous category formation in nonhuman animals are therefore necessary to determine the functional relevance of this cognitive process in a broader range of species.
Domestic dogs provide an interesting model species to compare natural category formation in animals and humans. Dogs have shared the same environment as humans for at least 15 000 years (Savolainen, Zhang, Luo, Lundeberg, & Leitner, 2002) , during which time they are likely to have undergone selection promoting specific sociocognitive abilities that allow effective cooperation and communication between the two species (Bräuer, Kaminski, Riedel, Call, & Tomasello, 2006; Hare, Brown, Williamson, & Tomasello, 2002) . Added to this evolutionary predisposition is the effect of experience, as many dogs are extensively socialized with people, often sharing the same living habitat from an early age. As the human environment has become functionally relevant to dogs, this species may be expected to form spontaneous categories that are directly comparable with human categories.
It has already been established that, with training, dogs show equivalent categorization abilities to other mammals and birds. They are able to discriminate between 'dog' and 'nondog' sounds (Heffner, 1975) , images of dogs and landscapes (Range, Aust, Steurer, & Huber, 2008) and images of dogs and other species (Autier-Dérian, Deputte, Chalvet-Monfray, Coulon, & Mounier, 2013) , correctly generalizing their responses to novel stimuli. Spontaneous, ecologically relevant category formation is also evident in the dog's ability to form cross-modal perceptual associations when responding to familiar people. Using an expectancy
